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Abstract. Virtual memory of computers is usually implemented by de-
mand paging. For some page replacement algorithms the number of page
faults may increase as the number of page frames increases. Belady, Nel-
son and Shedler [5] constructed reference strings for which page replace-
ment algorithm FIFO [10, 13, 36, 40] produces near twice more page
faults in a larger memory than in a smaller one. They formulated the
conjecture that 2 is a general bound. We prove that this ratio can be
arbitrarily large.

1 Introduction

Let us consider a computer with two-level virtual memory [12, 26, 38]. Physical
and secondary memory are divided into equal-sized blocks called frames. The
processes reside in secondary memory and are broken into fixed-sized blocks
called pages (the sizes of the frames and pages are the same). The run of the
processes is described by reference strings.
According to the pure demand paging the execution of a process starts

with empty physical memory (in the following simply memory) and a page is
brought into the memory only when it is necessary. If a new page is demanded
when the memory is full, the page replacement algorithm [38] chooses a page
being in memory to be replaced by the demanded one.
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We use the formal model proposed by P. Denning [12]. Let m, M, n, and
p be positive integers (1 ≤ m ≤ M ≤ n < ∞), k a nonnegative integer,
A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} a finite alphabet, Ak the set of k-length words and A∗

be the set of finite words over A, where n is the number of pages, m is the
number of frames in the small and M is the number of frames in the large
memory, A is the set of pages.
Page replacement algorithms [38] are handled as automata having a memory

of size m (or M), set of input signals X = A, set of output signals Y =

A ∪ {ǫ} and processing the sequence of input symbols R = (r1, r2, . . . , rp) or
R = (r1, r2, . . . ). Memory state St (t = 1, 2, . . .) is defined as a set of symbols
stored in memory at the given moment t (after the processing of reference rt).
Any page replacement algorithm starts with an empty memory that is S0 = {}.
A concrete page replacement algorithm P is defined as a triple P = (QP, q0, gP),
where QP is the set of control states, q0 ∈ QP is the initial control state and gP
is the transition function determining the new memory state S ′, new control
state q ′ and output symbol y using the old memory state S, old control state
q and input symbol x.
We consider three page replacement algorithms: FIFO (First In First Out)

[10, 13, 36, 40], LRU (Least Recently Used) [8, 10, 19, 26, 37] and MIN (Min-
imal) [1, 2, 5, 28, 29, 32, 34].
FIFO is defined by q0 = () and

gFIFO(S, q, x) =






(S, q, ǫ), if x ∈ S,

(S ∪ {x}, q ′, ǫ), if x /∈ S and |S| < m,

(S ∩ {y1} ∪ {x}, q", y1), if x /∈ S and |S| = m,

where q = (y1, y2, . . . , yk), q ′ = (y1, y2, . . . , yk, x), and q ′′ = (y2, y3, . . . ,

ym, x).
LRU replaces the least recently used page of the memory, MIN replaces the

page having maximal distance up to its next occurrence in the reference string.
The number of page faults (number of changes of the memory states) is

denoted by fP(R,m). If M > m and fP(R,M) > fP(R,m), then we have an

anomaly and the ratio fP(R,M)/fP(R,m) is called anomaly ratio. The first
anomaly was observed in the practice [4, 5, 34] and is called Belady’s anomaly
[28, 35]. Later other examples of unexpected events were described [6, 9, 14,
17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 31, 33].
Stack algorithms [28, 30, 39] do not suffer from anomaly.
Mihnovskiy and Shor [24] and Gecsei et al. [15] proved independently that

MIN guarantees the minimal number of page faults at a fixed size of the
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memory.
Arató [3] and Benczúr et al. [7] proved that LRU is optimal in statistical

sense among the algorithms having no concrete information on the continua-
tion of the reference string.
A possible measure of the efficiency EP(R,m) of P is called paging rate

and is defined by fP(R,m)/p for finite R = (r1, r2, . . . , rp) and by

EP(R,m) = lim inf
k→∞

fP(Rk,m)

k

for an infinite reference string R, where Rk = (r1, r2, . . . , rk).

Let 1 ≤ m < n and C = (1, 2, . . . , n)∗ be an infinite cyclical reference string.
Then the paging rates of FIFO and MIN are given in [16] EFIFO(C,m) = 1

and EMIN(C,m) = (n −m)/(n − 1).

2 Classical example and results

If we execute the reference string R = (1,2,3,4,1,2,5,1,2,3,4,5) [5] having 3
frames in the memory (for the simplicity natural numbers are used to de-
note the pages), then FIFO results the control state sequence q0 = (), q1 =

(1), q2 = (1, 2), q3 = (1, 2, 3), q4 = (2, 3, 4), q5 = (3, 4, 1), q6 = (4, 1, 2), q7 =

(1, 2, 5), q8 = (1, 2, 5), q9 = (1, 2, 5), q10 = (2, 5, 3), q11 = (5, 3, 4), q12 =

(5, 3, 4) and 9 page faults occurred.
The execution of R using 4 frames will end in the control state (2,3,4,5) and

10 page faults occurred, so fFIFO(R,M)/fFIFO(R,m) = 10/9.
Belady, Nelson and Shedler [5] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for

the existence of anomaly and constructed reference strings resulting anomaly
ratio which is close to 2.

Theorem 1 [5] Let m and M be positive integers (1 ≤ m < M) and let A
be a finite alphabet of cardinality at least M+ 1. Then there exists a reference
string R ∈ A∗ which produces an anomaly if and only if M < 2m − 1.

Theorem 2 [5] If m and M are positive integers satisfying the relations m <

M < 2m − 1, then for sufficiently large p there exists a reference string R =

(r1, r2, . . . , rp) resulting anomaly ratio fFIFO(R,M)/fFIFO(R,m) arbitrarily
close to 2.
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Belady, Nelson and Shedler [5] formulated the following conjecture.

Conjecture [5] If m and M are positive integers and R is a reference string,
then fFIFO(R,M)/fFIFO(R,m) ≤ 2.

3 Disprove of the conjecture

Let m = 5, M = 6, n = 7, k ≥ 1 and R = UVk, where U = (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,1,2,
4,5,6,7,3,1,2,4,5,7,3,6,2,1,4,7,3,6,2,5,7,3,6,2,5) and V = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)3 .
Now execution of U using m frames results the control state (7,3,6,2,5) and

29 page faults. After this each execution of V results 7 new faults and the
same control state. Execution of U using M frames results the control state
(2,3,4,5,6,7) and 14 page faults. After this each execution of V results 21 new
page fault and the same control state.
Choosing k = 7 we get an anomaly ratio (14+7×21)/(29+7×7) = 161/78 >

2. If the number of repetitions of V grows, then the anomaly ratio tends to 3.

4 Anomaly is unbounded

We start with a well-known assertion of the number theory. Let [a]n be the
equivalence class modulo n containing the number a and let Zn be the set of
all equivalence classes modulo n:

[a]n = {a + kn : k ∈ Z} and Zn = {[a]n : 0 ≤ a ≤ n− 1}.

Lemma 3 [16] If the set c1, c2, . . . , cn is a complete residue system Zn (mod n),
the greatest common divisor of a and n equals 1, then the set {ac1 + d, ac2 +

d, . . . , acn+d} is also a complete residue system (mod n) for arbitrary integer
d.

Let a (mod b) denote the smallest positive representative of the residue class
of numbers congruent with a (mod b).

Lemma 4 Let n be an odd positive integer. Then the elements of the se-
quence W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn) =

(

1 (mod n), 1+ (n− 1)/2 (mod n), 1+ 2(n−

1)/2 (mod n), . . . , 1+ (n− 1)(n− 1)/2 (mod n)
)

have the following proper-
ties.
a) They form a complete system of residues (mod n).
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b) If Wk = s1, s2, . . . , sk×n is the concatenation of k copies of W, then any n

neighbouring elements of Wk form a complete residue system (mod n).

c) If j ≥ 1, then sj+n+1 ≡ sj+1 (mod n).

Proof. It is sufficient to use Lemma 3 and some elementary calculations. �

Lemma 5 Let n be an odd number (n ≥ 5), M = n − 1 and m = n − 2.
If the small memory starts with control state (w3,w4, . . . ,wn) and the large
memory starts with control state (2, 3, . . . , n), then the reference string R =

(1, 2, . . . , n)n−1)/2 results n page faults in the small memory, n(n−1)/2 page
faults in the large memory and the initial control states in both memories.

Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 4. �

Lemma 6 Let 1 ≤ m < M < n and b1, b2, . . . , bm be arbitrary different
elements of A = {1, 2, . . . ,M + 1}. Then algorithm ANOMALY constructs a
reference string resulting q = (b1, b2, . . . , bm) in the small memory of size m

while the pages are loaded into the large memory of size M in cyclical order
1, 2, . . . , n.

The next algorithm is written in PASCAL-like pseudocode [11].

Construction algorithm ANOMALY(m,M,q,U).

Input : m size of the small memory; M size of the large memory; q = (b1, b2,

. . . , bm) the required control state of the small memory.
Output : U = (u1, u2, . . .) reference string.
Working variables: S actual state of the small memory; t index of the next
reference; A = {1, 2, . . . ,M,M + 1} the set of pages.

1. for k← 1 to M

2. do uk ← k

3. t←M + 1

4. i← 0

5. while i < m do

6. if bi+1 ∈ S

7. then while bi+1 ∈ S do

8. ut ← min{k|k ∈ A and k /∈ S}

9. t← t+ 1

10. while b1 ∈ S(m) do

11. uk ← min{k|k ∈ A and k /∈ S and k 6= bi+1}

12. t← t+ 1
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13. j← 1

14. while j < i+ 1 do

15. ut ← bj

16. t← t+ 1

17. j← j+ 1

18. ut ← bi+1

19. t← t+ 1

20. i← i+ 1

Instead of a long proof of correctness of ANOMALY we explain how this
algorithm generates U of the example used to disprove the conjecture. The
input of the algorithm is m = 5, M = 6 and q = (7,3,6,2,5). Lines 1–2 result
the references 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and control state q = (2,3,4,5,6) in the small
memory. Now line 3 results t = 7, line 4 gives i = 0 and we start the while
cycle in line 5. Since b1 = 7 is missing from the small memory, we add u7 = 7

to U (lines 18–20) changing the control state to q = (3, 4, 5, 6, 7), increment
t and i and return to line 5 where we observe that b2 = 3 is in the memory.
Therefore we continue with the while cycle in line 7 and add the minimal
missing page to the reference string resulting control state (4,5,6,7,1). Since
page 1 replaced b2, we go to the next cycle in lines 10–12 and add the minimal
missing pages differing from b2 = 3 (that is 2, 4, 5, and 6) to U changing the
control state to (1,2,4,5,6). Now this while cycle ends and using lines 13–17
we add 7 then using lines 18–20 add 3 to U ending in control state (4,5,6,7,3).
Now we return to line 5 and using lines 7-9 add 1 to U, then using lines 10–12

add 2, 4 and 5 to U changing the control state to (3,1,2,4,5). Now using lines
14–18 we add 7 and 3, then using lines 19–21 add 6 to U changing the control
state to (4,5,7,3,6). Now lines 5–6 send us to lines 14–18 resulting reference
u22 = 2 and control state (5,7,3,6,2).
We observe in lines 5–6 that b5 is in the memory therefore we add 1 to U

and so remove 2 from the memory. Now we continue U with 4 resulting the
control state (3,6,2,1,4). Finally lines 14–18 add 7, 3, 6 and 2 and lines 19–21
add 5 to U implying the required control state.

Lemma 7 Let n be an odd positive integer (n ≥ 5) and let M = n − 1, m =

n−2. Then there exists a reference string R resulting anomaly ratio arbitrarily
close to (n − 1)/2.

Proof. This assertion is a consequence of Lemma 5 and Lemma 6. �

Main Theorem For any large number L there exist parameters m, M, and
R such that the anomaly ratio fFIFO(R,M)/fFIFO(R,m) > L.
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Proof. Let n be an odd integer satisfying n > 2L + 1 (and n ≥ 5). Then the
parameters m,M and R in Lemma 5 result an anomaly ratio greater than L.

�

5 Summary

If the memory parameters m and M are fixed, then the anomaly is bounded.
We suppose that the maximal anomaly occurs at cyclical reference strings,

similar memory sizes, FIFO-like replacement in the large memory and MIN-
like replacement in the small memory. If so then for fixed odd n our con-
struction results the maximal possible anomaly ratio. We remark that there is
a similar construction for even n resulting anomaly ratio arbitrarily close to
(n − 2)/2.
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